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About This Game

Dive into a deep story of corruption, crime and intrigue. Take the role of gritty Police Chief Jack Boyd, and come face to face
with the ugly underbelly of Freeburg, a city spiraling the drain. Will Jack reach his retirement with a nice stack of bills, or will

he end up broken ... or worse?

Manage your staff, respond to emergencies, and investigate crimes in a city on the brink of chaos. The mafia underworld
maneuvers behind the scenes, sinking their claws ever deeper into the city, even as the mayor is ready to exploit every situation

to his political advantage.

Choose your approach to each situation as it unfolds. Sometimes you’ll be responding to a developing crisis at a crime scene, or
negotiating with Freeburg’s crime bosses. Sometimes you’ll find yourself dodging questions in the press room, or even the

occasional cross-examination in the witness box. Can you keep this pressure cooker from exploding, at least for long enough to
stash away a nice retirement nest egg?

Your mission is clear: make $500,000 in 180 days, before Jack Boyd reaches retirement. How? That’s up to you!

Decisions, decisions! This Is the Police is all about a dark story and how you react to it. Whatever you decide, your
choices will influence the game – and the fate of Jack Boyd.
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The Good, the Bad, and... the Ugly? The Chief of Freeburg's Police Department deals with all kind of people. It is up to
you to find the bad guys, and decide how to deal with them.

Carry out your duties. As head of Freeburg PD, Jack deals with all sorts of challenges every day: responding to
emergencies, managing his officers, defending the department against City Hall and a corrupt mayor, and much more.

Solve Investigations and gather evidence against the criminal gangs of Freeburg.

Deal with the competing powers of the city. Everyone offers you favors, and each one comes at a price.

Rich and fully voiced story: Jack Boyd is portrayed by Jon St. John, the voice of Duke Nukem.
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Title: This Is the Police
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Weappy Studio
Publisher:
THQ Nordic
Franchise:
This Is the Police
Release Date: 2 Aug, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP 32

Processor: Dual Core CPU

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Geforce 7800, AMD HD 4600, Intel HD3000 or similiar

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 5 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible

English,German,Russian,French,Simplified Chinese,Japanese
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I start to move in the "labyrinth" ok.. doors after doors, corridors after corridors.. I hear a taunt.. minotaur creature run towards
me with an axe.. kill.. game over.. thx, uninstalled after 5 minutes.. I have played a lot of horror games already, even survivor
horrors.. however I hate that genre... but still.. attack without any clue and place to hide or weapon to kill? No thanks.. thumbs
down. 2\/10 because of the idea.. this game.
this game.
where to start.

this game is so refreshing, even though it does not have "the best graphics on the planet"

to me, this is a wink, a nod and a m'lady to the good old days.

this game has a demo version, with 45!!!!! levels.
played through it, immediately fell in love with it, and purchased.

Madcap has a big skillcurve. you can get through the first couple of levels with ease, but after level 15 it gets exponentially
harder.
full controller support is a welcome gift, and it plays like the old days. just an allround well designed and put together game, that
is harder then any souls game ive ever played. Kudos!

will be sinking a lot of time in this, and for 10bucks, its a steal, and definitely a hidden gem!!
purchase this game now, and have fun with hours of giggles and rage!
(might want to stock up on controllers). Did a fast race and won! I crashed driver Guy Fullerton to win at north Mud Castle
racetrack!

Fun racing game, good for under FIVE DOLLARS!!!
Great price!!!!. so far, the only negative thing i have to say for this, is the slow crawl walking, that said, i still feel it works for
the pace of the game. I'd like to add that i love the bathroom scene, that cracked me up.. Excellent horror game with great story
line that is easy to follow along with.

Gives some good spooks and puts you on edge at some moments.

Highly recommended if you want a cheap and good scare.. Having major problems loading and only getting a broken screen that
can't be extended. Got it on the cheap during Summer sale thank god. disapointing though :(. Worst arkanoid i have ever played
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As much as I want to love this game, it's not a Space Engineers killer.

Needs a few more major updates, then we can try again.. I am not a big fan of this sticker set, IMO I think it's ugly. They make
funny Megaman sounds tho. Want to give a neutral about this one.. The music in this game is insane. Worth buying it!. I launch
Gamer Simulator and I become a Gamer. In Gamer Simulator, I launch Gamer Simulator and I become a Gamer. In Gamer
Simulator's Gamer Simulator, I launch Gamer Simulator and I become a Gamer. In Gamer Simulator's Gamer Simulator's
Gamer Simulator, I. This a great single player game with excellent graphics.. That moment when you want to write all positive,
but that won't be honest.
This game is very beautiful and cool with the idea and would probably be loved by those who are interested in intuitive puzzles
that let you roam and explore... But hell how slow and repetitive this one is!
From the very beginning a guy from your hut will show you several paths you'll have to pass in a sequence for a hundred times
to get from one point to another. You need to activate something essential for you to progress (avoiding spoilers here), which is
in like 3-4 locations away from your hut (walking from one corner of the location to another to enter next one and repeat same 4
times), you meet the creepy grim-thing twice on your path, fight it (a very simple battle that will still take your time), then get
back to the hut and go to the Dream Land. From there you have to pass several locations again (oh damn so slooooow) to gather
five sylph-things (small intuitive puzzles where you just need to find where to click) and then try to solve one more puzzle to
summon a triangle and battle it.
EVERY DAMN MISTAKE WILL COST YOU TIME TO GET BACK TO THE DAMN LOCATION OF THE TRIANGLE.
It took me an HOUR to do all those actions four times, because I didn't get the sh♥t.
Just because it's slooooow and you can't get straight where you need and avoid walking all the damn way again and again D:. Use
this software to fix complex STL part issues made or imported from CAD software before printing (YES it helped me alot)....
Works like magic.... Recommend this software for makers, student and professional use (probably).... It works under Win 10
with regular updates. (12.25.2017.)
There were problems with recent versions of Win, but now it works fine.. I have been playing around with CopperCube the past
couple of weeks and I have fallen in love. 1 being that it is easy to get something simple up and running but also the option and
simplistic coding. I start messing with the action and coding behaviors and find it to be quite easy when following their tutorial
(but I am coding savvy). Graphic wise it isn't Unity but I am not out to make a AAA game either.

I am running this on my Surface 3 so anyone who comes across my review I would say it runs smoothly on it and isn't a resource
hog which is a huge plus to me.

Things I would like to see in the future of this product:
-Built in script editor vs the current Script Window just to run and test scripts.

-An Option to remove textures and Models from the current project library would be nice. Or maybe instead of a Prefab
Window (just an option to open it)replace it with a Project Resource Window for the user to have access to things only currently
used in the active project. Yes, there is the Scene Graph but when you have something that you want to have in the scene
multiple times it would be better to be able to drag and drop versus right click the object and cloning then moving. (That's just
my opinon) or searching for it again in the Prefab library. Make it easier to organize content that is just for that project. Having
the Del key to delete items in the library would be very helpful.

-Maybe an option to specifiy more than one type of vegatation image to make landscapes feel more organic. Also the option to
have an Array of trees to be placed so that landscape trees would look more varied. With trees comes bushes since there is a tree
generator maybe a bush generator.

Well, I hope that my review would be able to help anyone. I am curious if a 6 is in the works and would love to find any
progress updates.
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